Flexion gap preparation opens the extension gap in posterior cruciate ligament-retaining TKA.
It has been reported that preparation of the flexion gap results in significant widening of the prepared extension gap in posterior stabilized (PS) total knee arthroplasty (TKA). To date, there is a paucity of data regarding cruciate ligament-retaining (CR) TKA. Changes in the extension gap caused by preparation of the flexion gap were measured in 42 varus osteoarthritic knees undergoing CR TKA. The extension gap was first prepared and then measured before and after preparation of the flexion gap. The extension gap increased significantly on both the medial and lateral sides (18.8-20.0 and 21.7-22.7 mm, respectively) (P < 0.01). Preparation of the flexion gap also resulted in significant widening of the extension gap on CR TKA. However, amount of extension gap increase in CR TKA was smaller than previous reports on PS TKA.